*This story is fictitious and is nonrelated to real people or organizations.

6:30 at the café.  
Yukari

OK.  
Mamoru
Earthquake Early Warning:
Strong shaking is expected soon.
Stay calm and seek shelter nearby.
(Japan Meteorological Agency)
Magnitude 7!

Outside...

Everyone outside!

Let's take the emergency stairs!

The elevator has stopped, too.

The door is warped and won't open.

This is big.

Is our building shaking that much, too?

This...
Help!

This building is seismic resistant. You’re safe here.

Everyone, please stay calm.
Mamoru...

The cellphones aren't working.

Yukari, be safe.

You are having difficulty connecting because the line is congested.
We all knew the big one was going to come one of these days. But when it did, we were forced to think...

What is most precious to us...

Who is most precious to us...
In the near future ...

This is not a “what if” story.

This story is sure to become reality.